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Les rencontres du recit et de l'icone femme:
l'intervention dans l'oeuvre peint de Joanne Tod

Ce texte explore le travail d'une peintre Torontoise, Joanne Tod, sur la
narration en peinture. Traditionellement oppose, l'image et le recit
s'entremelent dans la peinture. Dans l'oeuvre de Joanne Tod, le cote
narratifde la peinture est developpe et mobilisecontre l'ordre iconique
pour interrompre les recits culturels qui fonctionnent, dans les mots de
Teresa de Lauretis, comme une 'technologie de genre/ c'est adire, des
representations qui construisent l'ordre sexuel avec ses divisions
binaires et inegalitaires entres les sexes. Le travail de Tod fonction
comme 'le polemique cache' identifie par Bakhtin comme une des
modaliUs du discours double subversifdu dialogisme. Tod emploie les
techniques du realisme mimetiqueen peinture precisement pour les cri
tiquer. Dans 'Auto-portrait,' eIle peint une image de femme pluMt
stereotypee, tiree des images des revues de mode des annees vingt. Ici on
discerne une opposition entre ce que le titre'dit' et ce que l'image 'dit,'
strategie caracUristique du travail de Tod sur l'ideologie sexiste dom
inante et sa construction de 'l'identite' de la peintre. Plus tard, elle
emploie cet auto-portrait dans un tableau 'Auto-portrait comme
putain,' ou eIle continue sa meditation sur la representation et l'auto
representation. Ici le tableau est placedans le decor d'une saIleamanger
bourgeoise ordinaire avec la porte ouverte pour signaler l'arrive de la
menagere. Le recit du marriage pour l'amour eternel est ici mise en
question. Le dernier tableau en question est 'La magieaSao Paolo' ou la
peintre critique la canonisation des arts visuels au Canada. EIle peint
eIle-meme et son amie Elizabeth MacKenzie au biennal de Sao Paolo
comme si produit sur la revue C. Une revue d'art, ceci [ut charge de
choisir les representants du Canada Cl cet evenement international. Tod
critique Cl la fois le sexismede cette periodique pretendued'avant-garde
et ses propres desirs de se faire honorer par une institution patriarcale.
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Joanne Too. Selfportrait as prostitute 1983

Acrylic on canvas 149.8 x 139.8 ern
Courtesy Carmen Lamanna Gallery, Toronto.
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Par ce travail de destabilization et de fragmentation de grands recits
culturels, Tod fait une intervention f&niniste dans les arts plastiques.

The surface of a painting may not seem, initially, the proper place of
narrative activity. However, narrative is a ubiquitous cultural form,
crucial to the representation ofgender,and potentiallyoccupies all the
topoi of our culture. The most provocative contemporary visual art,
such as that of Barbara Kruger, Martha RosIer and others, explicitly
foregrounds the imbrication of the verbal and the iconic, suggesting
their mutual complicity in the reproduction of our society's asym
metries of power. In a recent article, Robert Morris notes that despite
the drive of Western rationality to clearly define and segregate the
realms of word and image, the two representational systems remain
entangled.

Perhaps nowhere is the entanglement and contamination
between imageand languagemore demonstrable thanat the site
of the aesthetic, for here the response of judgement does some
thing more than dwell on the continuousness of the artifact. It
breaks that surface and reads it as a series of discontinuous
signs.1

Even a visual art would deny any collaboration with the order of
words is threatenedby theact of its reception, which is always a 'read
ing' in the general sense. The seriality, or diachronic procedures, of
language constitutes its essential narrative capacity, which one can
argue is enacted synecdochally at the level of the sentence.

In the paintings ofJoanne Tod, the narrative possibilities of visual
art are not suppressed, but rather mobilized and played against the
iconic order for the purpose of interrupting cultural processes which
operate in the field ofgender. Onecritic has hinted atTod's embracing
of narrativity by characterizing her overarching project as 'the strat
egy of the event;, 2 it is exactly her paintings' intersection with
sociocultural events - such as politically contentious incidents or the
quotidian events of women's constitution as gendered subjects 
which forge her alliance of the pictorial with the narrative. Behind or
across each ofherpaintings runsa story that canbe inferred.The paint
ings present a synchronic moment excerpted from this narrative, in
which a feminist critique is proffered.
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In the three paintings I will discuss, the recurring referent is, in a
general sense, the female person. The conflict of opposing intentions
towards, and understandings of, this referent as dramatized in Tod' s
work can be explicated in terms of what Bakhtin calls 'hidden
polemic.'

In hidden polemic the author's discourse is oriented toward its
referential object, as is any discourse, but at the same time each
assertion about that object is constructed in such a way that,
besides its referential meaning, the author's discourse brings a
polemical attack to bear against another speech act, another
assertion on the same topic. Here one utterance focussed on its
referential object clashes with another utterance on the grounds
of the referent itself.3

These paintings, I will argue, advance a polemic against culturally
dominant and naturalized representations ofwomen. The irreducible
multiplicity of Tod's work takes the form of inhabiting these domi
nant representations and at the same time undermining them.

The characteristics of Too's painting technique are derived, ini
tially, from her loyalty to a high realist tradition. One critic describes
this traditional quality of Too's style, and some ensuing implications
for the viewer:

These surfaces are rich, elegant, painterly in the tradition of the
Enlightenmentpainters, epitomizedbyJean-HonoreFragonard.
In keeping with the objectivity of rationalism, viewers expect a
representation of the truth. But Too's visual discourse is ambig
uous. One representation breaks through another, destroying
the unity of the image and its power.4

The conventional or inherited aspect ofToo's visual vocabulary is the
realm of the 'spoken subjecf 5 - the established, culturally coded rep
resentations of women which appear natural. In the trajectory or
metanarrative of realism throughout art history, women are contin
uallyand alreadyinscribed on the canvas' surface in particularshapes
and arrangements. The most familiar of these is the reclining
odalisque,and the most omnipresent characteristic ofgendered repre
sentations is the frozen positioning of women as magnet of the male
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gaze. The colours of Tod's palette, the eminently recognizable forms
which represent people and objects in her work, and the relatively
refined brush stroke derive from a long-standing mimetic impulse in
figurative painting. However, Tod appropriates the conventions of
pictorial realism only in order to counteract them, chieflyby means of
incongruous assemblages of elements within the painting.

The first picture to which I will turn is her well-known 'Self-Por
trait,' which was proclaimed as an emblem of the New Figurative or
Neo-Expressionist art when first displayed at the watershed Monu
menta exhibition at YYZ gallery in September 1982. The immediate
irony of this piece is that its title does notaccurately describe it; that is,
the artist herselfdoes not resemble the image in the 'self-portrait.' Per
haps one need notbeacquainted with theartist's looks to ascertain this
discrepancy, for the female image in the painting clearly shows the
marks ofbeing from a definite elsewhere. The image is, in fact, copied
from a photo which Tod found in a 1920's Harper's Bazaar magazine,
and bears the unmistakable features of an icon transported from the
netherworld of fashion photography. The woman is arrangedagainst
a decorative, urbane, and loudly American landscape (on the steps of
the Lincoln Memorial, with the Washington monument behind her).
She is motionless, like a cadaver or plastic mannequin - the requisite
pose for optimal display of clothing to the consumer. She embodies
the relative bodily proportions demanded of fashion models, and
wears the benignly discreet facial expression of woman as spectacle.

The disruptiveness of this work is generated, at one level, by the
tension between what the title 'says' and what the image 'says' - two
disparate assertions. At this point, I wish to borrow from a feminist
development of cultural discourse theory, in Teresa De Lauretis'
work, to establish the larger significance of the narrative sequence in
which women read fashion magazines and acquire habits or styles of
dress. De Lauretis tracks the process of the culturalconstruction of the
genderedsubject, inwhich maleand female aresolicited differentlyby
social institutions:

the discrepancy, the tension, and the constant slippagebetween
Woman as representation,as the object and theverycondition of
representation, and, on the other hand, women as' historical
beings, subjects of 'real relations,' are motivated and sustained
by a logical contradiction in our culture and an irreconcilable
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one: women are both inside and outside gender, at once within
and without representation. That women continue to become
Woman, continue to be caught in gender as Althusser's subject
inideology,and thatwe persist in that imaginaryrelationevenas
we know, as feminists, that we are not that, but we are historical
subjects governed by real social relations, which centrally
include gender - such is the contradiction that feminist theory
must be built on, and its very condition of possibility. 6

This process of the cultural construction ofwomen is pictured inTod's
'Self Portrait,' and at the same moment challenged. If gender is ideo
logical in Althusser's sense, as De Lauretis claims, then it must func
tion unnoticed to be most effective. While a reader ofa fashion maga
zine may unconsciously recognize herself, or her desired self, in its
photographs, Tod's displacement and estrangement of the same
image disrupts this seamless flow of the daily and shifting constitu
tion of women's identities, in which a sense of the self is elaborated.
Tod's choice of title emphasizes that it is her selfat stake in the seem
ingly anonymous and artificial image of a fashion-clad female.

The image is displaced from the glossy pages of its original milieu
onto the less likely scene of the canvas of contemporary postmodern
painting, where it is no longer subjugated to an apparent socio-eco
nomic function - that of commodity circulation. Another element
adding to the estrangement of the image is the legend which runs
across the center of the canvas. A convention of fashion magazines,as
Barthes noted in Systeme de la Mode, is to accompany the photo with a
line of text which describes the article purveyed inthe image. 7 Osten
sibly, this is why the model's gowninthe painting is traversedbya line
of text, however, the content of this text is startlingly inappropriate for
the genre of fashion commentary. It reads, "neath my arm is the color
of Russell's Subaru,' an oddly personal remark, which highlights the
artisfs personal investment in this image and opens onto a narrative
which is inaccessibly idiosyncratic. Again, this comment underscores
the nature of the piece as a self-portrait, since the possessive pronoun
'my' should refer to Benveniste's 'speaking subjecf - the initiator of
the speech, in this case undecidable as either the model figure or the
artist. The irony of this heavily personal fragment of text juxtaposed
with the public image of a fashion model intimates the complicity of
the female artist and all women in technologies of gender.
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In a later use of this painting, Tod incorporates 'Self Portrait' into a
largercanvas called 'Self Portrait as Prostitute.' The gesture ofengulf
ing the first paintingwithin the second shows that Tod continues to be
concerned with the problematic ofself-representation, so that the first
self-portrait requires the later supplementation ofa sequel. The title of
the second one also points to anawareness of the inevitable role-play
ing involved inidentity,bybringinginthe 'as if' dimensionofself-ness
- what Gayatri Spivak has called negotiable ontological commit
ments. 8 The encapsulation of the earlier painting within the later
emphasizes that a work of art (in this case, the first 'Self Portrait') is
never closed or finished, even when it has hung in a public exhibition.
In this way, the processes of identity formation and ofartistic produc
tion can be seen as analogous in their interminability.

In the second painting, the self-portrait hangs on the wall of an
empty, ordinary dining room. The table is set, and the door is invit
ingly open. Tod has remarked that this painting serves as a warning to
herself of the possible commodification of her work, which may be
consumed as quickly and thoughtlessly as will the pot of soup
depicted on the table. The award-winning 'Self-Portrait' now deco
rates the wall of a private household, in a room whose open door
implies aninvitation tendered to a viewer / Johnfromtheartist / pros
titute. Such a scene suggests the extent to which the artist hopes to
entice male critical approval.

The open door is ambiguous enough, though, to allow for another
line of interpretation; if it leads to the kitchen rather than some type of
living room, then it points to the domestic labour requisite to the
soup's eventual arrival at the table. This labour, unpaid and often
unacknowledged, must remain discreetly hidden to ensure thecharm
and novelty of its final result, and so that theattendant social relations
runsmoothlyand unquestioned.The painting on the wall is served up
along with the meal, and the labour which produced the art object
must also be concealed in order for its consumption to be facilitated.
The only human figure in this second painting is off to the side, that is,
in the reproduction of the first picture which overlooks the table.
According to the conventions ofrealistic painting, the most important
image in the painting,especiallyin thecase ofa portrait, shouldbe cen
tered. Perhaps the self-depiction here is not the image on the wall, but
rather the implied imageofthe personwhoseabsence in the painting is
centrally notable; according to the predictive and proairetic codes of
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narrative realism, within which this painting can operate, the open
door may also signal the imminent entrance of the housewife - the
protagonist who would complete this scenario. Prostitution works
then as a trope which critiques the exploitation of women in a bour
geois domestic arrangement. On this level, as well, the picture serves
as a warning to the artist and otherwomen, that to allow oneself to fol
low the most mainstream roles which our society offers women is
equivalent to accepting the subjugation more dramatically played out
in literal prostitution.

The last paintingIwill discuss is Tod's 'MagicatSaoPaolo.' Knowl
edge of the context is crucial in all of her work, and especially in this
piece. The painting responds to an incident which occurred in the
inner circles of the Canadian art world in1985. That year, the male edi
tor of a prominent Canadian art magazine, C, was responsible for
selecting the Canadian participants in a Biennial Celebration in Sao
Paulo, Brazil. Neither Tod nor her friend Elizabeth MacKenzie - both
pictured recognizably in this image - were invited to attend. At the
same time, factions within the Toronto arts community hotly con
tested the selection of participants in the biennial, and suspicions of
nepotism were voiced.

Tod's reply to this controversy is to paint herselfand friend into the
very locale from which they were excluded, working from an actual
photograph of a nightclub in Sao Paulo. Too copied the photo faith
fully, Simply replacing the heads of strangers with hers and MacKen
zie's. This forbidden location is at the same time the front cover of an
issue of C, as indicated by the edge of its logo at the top of the canvas.
The critical viewpoint of this piece emerges in its ability to signalpres
ence and absence simultaneously. Tod's literalbanishment from both
of the places is contradicted by the solidity and apparent verisimili
tude ofthis visual depictionofherselfthere. In theart world, as inother
spheres of social life, women are 'the underdog,' in Too's own words.
Their exclusion from glorified events and stories is not accidental but
systematic, and C undermines its apparent progressiveness, as an
institution linked to the parallel gallery network, by seeming to per
petuate sexual inequity.

At the same time, it seems thatToo is questioning herowndesirefor
the prestige which patriarchy has to offer, by picturing herself and
friend as somewhat illat ease in theglamorous Braziliannight life. The
two women appear less integrated into the crowd than the others
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present, and their bodies appear constrained within rigid garments of
a type obligatory to the formal occasion - fancy gowns which sculpt
the female body forcibly into uniformcontours. Theirgazeaway from
the rest of the crowd marks an oblivion to the festivities, and the very
presence of the two female figures in this scenario (at the fringes of the
crowd) has anair of improbability, almost to the extent ofproducinga
surreal or magical quality.

The word 'magic' in the title imparts several connotations. It may
sardonically imply the naturalizing of a male monopoly of society's
power, the exercise ofwhich can seem mysterious and of obscure ori
gin. On another level, it may refer to Tod's capabilities as an artist, her
ability to 'magically' represent herself in a scene from which she has
been expressly excluded. Too's inclusion of a erne logo within the
frame of the painting, disguised as the steps into a swimming pool,
also implicates corporate finance in the 'magical' exercise of heavily
concentrated power.

The necessity to counteract exclusion is, of course, predicated on
the marginality of women, that is, their placement on the outskirts of
society's power circles. This is the predicament whichTod recognizes
and in which her paintings intervene. The continued marginality of
women is facilitated through representation, narrative andotherwise,
and Tod's work acts on both of these fronts. Her paintings typically
interrupt and unsettle a particular narrative which impinges on the
lives of women. Thus feminist art often works as a destabilizing force
from within the presentlyexistingsocial order, inwhich it is necessary
to wrest gendered representations from patriarchal control, and to
fragment those reigning narratives which would make the subordina
tion of women seem acceptable.
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